
Applications of 
LASERS

Modern Optics of Nanoscience and Nanotechnology 
(Photonics & Optoelectronics)



1. HEAT SOURCE: Material processing, Nanoscience  
 and Nanotechnology & Surgery  
 (i)  Nanoscience and Nanotechnology 
 (ii) Medicine: Surgery (LASIK etc.)   
 (iii) STORAGE (CD, DVD and Blue Ray) 
 (iv) Material Processing: Welding, Hole drilling, Cutting 
2. HOLOGRAPHY: Hologram, Interferometry, ! ! ! !
! DataStorage, Microscopy!
3. LIDAR (Light Detection And Ranging): Monitoring  of 
 Clouds & Atmospheric pollution  
4. COMMUNICATIONS: Source, Modulation, Transmission, 
 Optical filters 
5. Precision measurements: Length, Velocity and  Angle 
6. Laser Induced Fusion: Detection and Demodulation



Properties of Laser Radiation
Light produced from the lasers have several valuable 
characteristics not shown by light obtained from other 
conventional light sources, which make them suitable for a 
variety of scientific and technological applications. 	

(i)    Monochromaticity	
(ii)  Directionality	
(iii) Laser line width	
(iv) Brightness 	
(v) Coherence of laser light make them highly important 

for various materials processing and characterisation 
applications	

(vi) Focusing of Laser Beam



Nano Lithography





LASIK (laser in situ keratomileusis)	
the Surgical reshaping of the cornea, carried out in order to correct a refractive error

Lasers can also be used for correction of focusing defects of the eye. The 
cornea of the eye can be crafted to adjust the curvature so that the focusing 
by the eye lens takes place on the retina. This method can correct for eye 

defects requiring high lens powers and is a very popular technique.



Compact Disc (CD)







What is next ? 

0,7 GB 9 GB 30~50 GB 

Holographic Data Storage



Holographic Technique



HOLOGRAMS (Examples)



Hologram  
Direct, object and conjugate waves 
n  Direct wave: corresponds to zeroth order grating 

diffraction pattern 
n  Object wave: gives virtual image of the object 

(reconstructs object wavefront) – first order 
diffraction 

n  Conjugate wave: conjugate point, real image 
(not useful since image is inside-out due to 
negative phase angle) – first order diffraction 

n  In general, we wish to view only the object wave 
– the other waves just confuse the issue 



Producing the hologram

n  Practical setup 
Light source: laser 
Object: solid, 3D 
Photographic film: 
  high resolution 
Hologram pattern: 
interference fringes 
Myriad of tiny domain 
—uniform gray  
—cannot be seen by naked eye  
containing a series of fringes of various lengths and spacing 



Containing a series 
of fringes of various 
lengths and spacing. 



Holographic Interferometry (Stress Analysis)



Holographic Interferometry (Character recognition)



Data are recorded on to the 
surface as bit by bit  
in CD/DVD System 

1 Bit 
Data 

Surface 
Recording  
Layer 

Substrate 

Conventional Optical Disc 

Page 
Data 

Page data are recorded into the 
volumetric recording layer  
in Holographic recording 

HVD 

~1µm 

TM 

Volumetric 
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Holographic Recording Data



This x-ray hologram shows the positions 
of cobalt atoms to within 0.1 Å 

1. A hologram can be recorded of a system and later    
 studied in a microscope. 

2. Nice for studying systems in motion. 
3. Need to record the hologram during short period of  

 time. 
4. => use pulsed laser

Holographic microscopy



Hologram, with detail shown in inset and angular spectrum, with the 
yellow circled area pass-filtered for reconstruction

Digital holographic microscopy process!
(resolution target) (FOV = 200 × 150 μm, 1024 × 768 pixels)

Amplitude image; and phase image



Digital holographic microscopy process (onion cells) (FOV = 100 × 100 μm, 416 × 416 pixels): (a) 
hologram, (b) angular spectrum, (c) amplitude image, (d) phase image, (e) unwrapped phase 

image, and (f) phase image in pseudo-3-D view.



LIDAR (LIght Detection And Ranging)



Optical Communication



Thank You…!
!
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